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Fully aware of the increased widespread access of information and communications technologies
(ICTs) in developing countries,

Deeply concerned by the lack of female representation and leadership in all spheres of the
financial sector,

Observing the large gender gap in entrepreneurship, specifically,

Hopeful for the coexistence of traditional roles and the economic benefits brought by women
creating E-commerce businesses,

Recognizing the inability of some less developed states to fully fund efforts to develop female
entrepreneurship in E-commerce,

Having examined the growth potentials of the E-commerce market in upcoming years,

1. Calls upon member states to create professional education and training opportunities
focussed on education targeted but not limited to digital business and management in a
non-discriminatory manner but also to focus on supporting networks of conversation
between female entrepreneurs and related organizations,

a. These can be sponsored either by the member-states’ government, a third-party
corporation, or an UNCTAD initiative,

i. An UNCTAD initiative would be likened to eTrade for Women,
ii. Similarly, this initiative could take the form of a discussion forum specific

to E-commerce such as the FFEE, or the forum of female E-commerce
entrepreneurship,

1. Though many female entrepreneurship related organizations exist,
less do that specifically target E-commerce,

iii. Any interested member states would be invited to participate,
1. Participation to the network would not entail any additional

requirements and could only benefit states,
iv. This network would also function regionally in order to increase the

benefit of discussion,



1. Specifically, the a body could host annual global discussions of the
status of women involved in E-commerce while hosting regional
discussions at a greater frequency,

a. Creating regional discussion in the same mechanism as
international discussion will benefit women in E-commerce
by allowing them to strengthen the connections most
relevant to them,

i. They would also be able to discuss regionally
specific problems,

b. They could then provide a more cohesive regional
assessment of the progress of female E-commerce during
international discussion,

b. Low accessibility to E-commerce and information and communications
technologies (ICTs) are impacting the growth towards a digital economies,

i. Educational programs would lessen the divide and foster interest,
ii. Professional education can be implemented during secondary schooling

(ie. university), pre-professional career paths, career training, or later in
life,

a. Providing the education and training would increase both employment and market
opportunities for women;

2. Suggests member-states and third-party companies increase their visibility and support of
women-led start-ups,

a. Notes the benefits of women in leadership roles in E-commerce,
b. Providing resources and/or financing select female-led ICT businesses and/or

E-commerce start-ups will encourage more women to pursue these opportunities,
i. By giving them the platform to start, more women may be inclined to

venture out into this career,
1. This will also assist women who face discrimination wile and/or

are unable to take loans for their start-ups,
c. Increasing gender diversity at corporations will greatly help them better develop

and market products aimed at different genders,
i. This increases their customer pool,

ii. In addition, increased female representation will improve a company’s
image and promote role models for potential recruits;

3. Promotes member states implementing digital infrastructure policies with an emphasis on
women, specifically in rural areas,

a. Women in rural areas face many challenges within the household and workplace
that limit their ability to participate in the economy,



i. As per the UNCTAD, women’s greatest barriers in the E-commerce sector
are access to financing, balancing the division of labor, physical mobility,
and access to the proper education and trading,

b. Internet/E-commerce competency should be prioritized by states, potentially
through the support of independent private organizations related to female
entrepreneurship,

i. States can choose to support efforts like computer systems designed to
monitor the progress of different organizations and initiatives dedicated to
the increased role of women in E-commerce,

c. Infrastructure is the basis for starting in E-commerce,
i. States may consider prioritizing the development of infrastructure

including road systems in order to increase the suitability of their economy
to E-commerce,

d. States should also consider focusing on increasing access to online payment and
banking services,

i. This may be pursued through the expansion of existing microloan
initiatives and other programs dedicated to this goal;

4. Recommends that MDCs consider their own ability to invest in E-commerce in other
states less able to stimulate the growth of female E-commerce,

a. This investment should be intentionally done to increase the benefits of female
entrepreneurship growth in a state on the rest of the world’s economy and should
particularly take place between allies and states in similar trade regions;

5. Strongly acknowledges the varying suitability of supporting women in E-commerce in
different states depending upon multiple factors including the following:

a. The cultural environment of a state,
i. It may be less feasible for women to succeed in E-commerce due to

traditional values in some countries,
ii. States should do their best on an individual basis to balance cultural values

with economic pursuits,
1. However, this may not be a goal best pursued in the context of

UNCTAD jurisdiction,
b. A state’s economy,

i. E-commerce may also simply make up less of a state’s economy with less
likelihood to grow as a sector;

6. Reminds member-states of the importance of national sovereignty in these matters.
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Recognizes education as a tool for economic growth,

Condemns countries that fail to provide equal opportunities to women,

Reaffirms the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goal 5, which promotes Gender
Equality,

Suggests the adoption of policies which benefit all women and in turn boost the economy as a
whole,

Implores states to find creative ways to support women in the digital sphere,

1. Adopts the EU’s definition for womanhood: female human being; a person
assigned a female sex at birth, or a person who defines herself as a woman,

a. Countries should adopt a broad perspective on the role of women in
society, one that is inclusive and ensures women are not restricted by
traditional gender role,

b. Though each country has its own perspective on this definition, we believe
that the EU’s definition is good starting framework from which countries
can tailor their view based on existing social and cultural values;

2. Recommends that countries adopt legislation to protect the rights of women,
a. Women should be protected from discrimination in terms of payment and

protected from any behavior that might force them out of the workforce,
b. Extending these protections will encourage more women to join the

workforce because they will see their governments making efforts to
protect them,

3. Further recommends countries should decrease restrictions on women using
financial instruments such as savings accounts and loans,

a. This restriction would allow women to better use the financial instruments
available to them, become more economically independent, and play a
greater role in the economy,

b. These instruments



4. Encourages increased access to the internet through the development of
infrastructure and partnering with NGOs and internet providers,

a. One option is to create digital labs,
i. These could potentially resemble “internet cafes,” but with a focus

on education,
b. Countries should continue to develop infrastructure in rural areas so that

these regions,
i. Building infrastructure has a return rate of 20% and boosts the

economy by providing more jobs,
ii. LDCs can build cell towers at relatively low cost,

c. Using open opportunities in the digital textile industry to encourage more
women to take advantage of natural resources,

i. This would combat forced industrialization tactics,
ii. Increase import and export revenue for more sustainable resources,

5. Authorizes the creation of education programs in order to provide women with the
skills necessary to succeed in the E-Commerce industry,

a. Member states introduce and provide various courses of actions basic
financial products such as savings accounts, insurance policies, and
financial counseling so as to help underprivileged local entrepreneurs,
their businesses, and their families, primarily with regard to funds,

b. Governments can host workshops to offer free lessons specifically tailored
for women entering the e-commerce sector

c. Countries could consider partnering with large brands such as Amazon
and Facebook Marketplace to offer classes and programs for women,

i. This would provide women with the technical skills needed in the
job market,

ii. And would give large corporations an excellent source of labor,
iii. Countries could consider incentivizing these large companies by

offering tax breaks and subsidies for those who join,
d. Governments should work to ensure that citizens are fully aware of the

benefits and drawbacks of using digital currencies,
6. Promotes UNCTAD sub-conference on women in e-commerce,

a. This will provide a place for countries to meet and discuss strategies on
integration of women in the field of eCommerce,

b. Each country would have representatives
c. This will push for eCommerce growth in developing countries hitting

road-blocks in the face of integrating women into the entrepreneurial
markets,



d. This conference will submit a report on the steps taken by each country to
meet SDG 5 and will make policy suggestions so that countries can meet
that goal going forward,

7. Further encourages MDC nations to support LDCs in terms of policy and
infrastructure development,

a. Countries could provide technical advice which can help to guide LDCs in
crafting their policy,

b. One option countries could consider is Foreign Direct Investment which
can lead to growth in a country’s infrastructure,

c. The United Nations Development Fund could also provide funding for
projects such as infrastructure development;

8. Calls upon countries to continue looking into digital currencies as of means
generating more transactions(especially digital) which will boost e-commerce
companies,

a. These digital currencies should be heavily regulated by governments,
i. This will not infringe on individuals digital privacy,

ii. It in the interest of everyone’s safety,
b. Central banks should create micro-credit programs specifically for women

in e-commerce as a way of kick-starting small businesses.
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Keeping In Mind the need to encourage women’s involvement in e- commerce between Lesser
and More Developed Countries,

1. Calls for countries to implement laws ensuring women have equal rights as men,
a. Laws should:

i. Ensure education for women and men equally funded by the government,

or outside resources if necessary,

ii. Ensure equal pay amongst everyone, no matter gender,

iii. Ensure equal job opportunities,

b. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development(OECD) can be

used in cases to help in promoting these baseline ideas;

2. Suggests countries to rely on internet monetization in efforts to build internet

infrastructure in LDCs,

a. More developed countries can aid in this process especially when pertaining to

LDCs without the structures or resources to achieve this

b. Monetization levels is based on what the country needs and will only be used for

basic demographics to ensure countries are aware of when to make changes;

3. Encourages countries to assess imports and exports on a regular basis to ensure profit

while making changes vital to boosting women in e-commerce,

a. Assessing imports and exports, such as natural resources, allows member states to

build GDP and profits to have further funds to implement education systems that

promote women and give them resources to be involved in e-commerce,



b. In addition to natural resources, textiles are also something highly recommended

to assess;

4. Recommends for capable member states to aid developing E- commerce markets to

increase global economic stimulation,

a. With the use of tradelink to increase developing market’s trade abilities,

i. In order to enhance product amount from state to state,

b. Member states would need to aid in establishing a secure payment system so that

countries can build their economy,

i. With the increase of GDP,

ii. Establish a proper foundation to grow corporations within another member

state,

c. Could aid in shifting outsourcing and production so that local commerce can be

promoted within each members state’s companies,

i. In establishing lines of credit or establishing funding lines to grant

individual companies the ability to be funded to carry out basic expansions

with help from,
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Noting with panic the deep concern for equal internet access and opportunities no matter gender,

Assessing the need for increased internet providers and resources for all citizens no matter their
personal situations,

Utilizing the statistics to increase resources in rural regions,

Seeing the need for increased advertisements regarding the use of e-commerce opportunities,

Acknowledging our responsibilities to provide equal and unlimited access to online e-commerce
websites,

Respecting the cultures and religious beliefs of member nations.

Pushing for economic diversification.

Seeking help from member states to increase access to e-commerce for women citizens,

1. Authorizes the creation of Small Businesses Digitization and Modernization subcommittee,
a subcommittee from UNCTAD (SBDM),

a. Pursuing ways to help family and small businesses compete in an increasingly
digital world,
b. Providing resources and information to business owners on the process and
benefits of digitization,

i. Emphasizing the importance of information accessible in different
Languages,
ii. Further emphasizing the importance of communication across religious and
cultural barriers,
iii. Respecting countries’ and their citizens’ religions, cultures, and beliefs,
iv. Noting that even in many low and middle-income countries, the internet is
increasingly prevalent, meaning that,

c. Acknowledging Information dispersal via the internet as the most cost-effective and
reliable option,



i. Even in less developed nations, digitization still has major benefits,
d. Supports programs/initiatives that aid in helping women find the right resources and
education to start a business or be involved in e-commerce,

i this includes implementing previous organizations or creating new programs,
ii. Emphasizes the role creativity plays in these programs,
iii. Encourages female leadership within these programs,

e. Pursues the advancement of female financial literacy, allowing women to gain financial
independence specifically relating to:

i. Checking and savings accounts,
ii. Investments and businesses,
iii. Loans, credit, and debt,
iv. Savings and money management;

2. Suggests implementation of an internet access team from the SBDM subcommittee to develop
Wi-Fi hotspots in rural regions,

a. Utilizes passionate internship directors (professors) to perform functions at
discounted rates,

i. Allows students from local universities to complete their mandated UNPAID
internship,

ii. Uses local universities to set up and operate these hotspots,
iii. Providing WiFi hotspots would increase access to platforms for citizens to

launch their own businesses and encourage their entrepreneurship,
b. Suggests the use of mobile computers which would allow women access to resources

otherwise restricted,
i. Uses resources given to colleges to increase access to resources in rural

environments;
3. Promotes a general increase in e-commerce specifically,

a. Allows a greater range of citizens to access e-commerce which then allows the
government to pass supporting mandates and regulations,

i. Reaches a greater range of citizens by reaching out to local minority group
leaders to form connections,
ii. Encourages women by having pre-selected women groups talk about the
importance of their involvement (peer style leadership) that create education;
forums for women,

1. Providing equal-access business education geared towards young women
that develops business skills such as:

a. Business management,
b. Entrepreneurship skills,
c. Marketing tactics,
d. Economy analytics,



e. Production logistics,
iii.  Funding for these forums, if needed, can be from non-profit organizations
such as: “Everyone On” and “National Digital Inclusion Alliance” which give
financial support to forums that educate people on how to navigate e-commerce,

b. Endorses governments to promote the overall idea of accessing online e-commerce,
i. Utilizes financial major students to complete their internships in community
outreach and financial management strategy;

4. Pursues the creation of standards to distinguish small, women-owned, and/or operated
businesses such that consumers know where their money is going,

a. The specifics of these standards will be established by the SBDM subcommittee,
i. These specifics will include how small a “small” business has to be,

ii. These specifics will also relate to what criteria will be used to determine women
operation and women ownership,

1. Possible criteria include the size of the business, fraction of female
employees, female leadership and female founders,

b. Instructs member nations to encourage small women owned businesses to use this label
on their product, ensuring that consumers will be informed,

i. The specifics are to be debated in the SBDM subcommittee, while affirming that
the label should be both visible and self-explanatory,

ii. The criteria for this program can be amended by the SBDM subcommittee or
UNCTAD as necessary,

c. Urges member nations to uphold the credibility of their respective labels via traditional
means up to the leas of the member nations,

d. Encourages countries to further offer support to women lead and small business, potential
through,

i. Possible methods of support include Small business grants,
ii. Grants to women led businesses,

iii. Tax incentives, if applicable and feasible,
iv. And societal support overall for women.

e. Encourages member nations to adopt a label based on these standards to support small
businesses owned or operated by women.
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Acknowledging the lack of E-commerce programs within many African member states at this
point,

Requesting support financially and socially from developed countries to assist in implementation
of previously tested programs,

Noting the lack of opportunities for women to advance socially and economically without access
to improved education and infrastructure within many African nations,

Emphasizing the lack of sufficient internet access across the continent,

Noting further the political and legal frameworks not yet put in place in many African nations,

Highlighting the potential for growth and development of new programs that would offer
regarding economic fiscal return and domestic profit for African nations,

1. Recognizing the Islamic definition of woman as an individual identity with right to her
own moral and spiritual obligations,

a. Including the Islamic right for all women to have equal access to education,
b. Not recognizing those who identify with genders not assigned to their sex at birth,

2. Requesting assistance from member states with financial capabilities to encourage
demographic transition in many African nations,

a. Noting that Africa has some of the least developed countries in the world,
3. Asking allies for support more infrastructure and internet access in LDC’s

a. Increased Infrastructure and internet will lead to
i. Increased production of products for E-commerce as well as overall

business and trade
ii. Increased internet access, allowing for the further creation of small

business operations and E-commerce
iii. Allowing for more advanced education and easier access to education in

order to teach and inform women and men in business policies
b. Forums that outline educational practices that increase and encourage the

inclusion of women in the workforce



4. Invites assistance from MDC’s in regards to offering increased opportunity for growth in
local and regional infrastructure as well as social expectations that allow women to
pursue futures in the workforce,

a. Currently limited E-commerce strategies in many African nations could present
opportunities for integration could through implementation of such programs as
used by other developing countries,

5. Recommends partnerships with developed countries to assist in implementation of
E-commerce programs,

a. Would be established based on previously successful partnerships in other LDC’s,
b. Would prioritize measurability of short and long term goals to grow E-commerce

sectors and increase domestic programs;
6. Encouraging able African member states to build programs that incentivize women

continuing education in E-commerce policies,
a. This would include but is not limited to:

i. Community organizations that promote E-commerce education for
women,

ii. Parliamentary policies introduced to incentivize higher education among
women,

1. Including policies that aim to limit child marriage among many
African nations to offer more room for economic development for
women,
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Realizing the lack of opportunities in E-commerce for women in many countries; especially in
Least Developed Countries (LDC’s),

Declaring the importance of improving E-Commerce in expanding the economy of developing
nations,

Emphasizing the need to address the global gender gap in E-Commerce,

Taking into consideration the various obstacles to E-Commerce in developing countries, such as
lack of internet availability,

Alarmed by the fact that the Covid-19 pandemic disproportionately affected female-owned
businesses,

Acknowledging the value of providing education resources from a young age, particularly related
to expanding internet understanding and entrepreneurial knowledge for women,

1. Authorizes the formation of the Committee on Women in E-Commerce (CWEC), which
will have the goals of:

a. Creating an education outreach program that aims to:
i. Target areas of developing nations with low internet penetration and teach

basic internet usage skills, reaching out to areas where people have the
ability to access internet but lack the resources and/or education to do so,

1. The program will primarily focus on reaching out to women and
girls,

a. However, it will not exclude men or boys who also want to
join the program,

ii. Create a lesson plan that includes educating women and girls about how to
be an entrepreneur, particularly in E-commerce,

1. The lesson plan will include teaching about the logistics and
economics of starting an E-Commerce business,

2. Part of the lesson plan will include teaching how to create a startup
in high valued E-commerce sectors, including but not limited to:



a. Electronics and software,
b. Toys/Hobbies,
c. Fashion,

iii. Appoint female leaders within the E-commerce industry to work with the
committee as an example for other female entrepreneurs in E-commerce,

1. These leaders will be selected based on their experience within
their different sectors/fields in E-commerce,

2. There, female leaders can help contribute an opinion based on
experience rather than the often bias opinion of others,

b. Promoting equality in existing education systems of developing nations,
i. Can give more women and girls opportunities in the future, including,

1. Higher Education,
2. Jobs,
3. More independence,

c. Building marketing plans for growing E-Commerce businesses that are looking to
expand into new areas and reach out to more customers,

d. Expand women’s access to digital and financial resources, such as bank accounts
and online payment systems,

i. Access to these systems should give more women the ability to participate
in online commerce,

e. Another pathway would be to encourage more LDCs to promote microloans
i. Can help women in LDCs with starting their own businesses

1. Empowering women to be more independent can reduce gender
inequalities,

f. Provide financial and nonfinancial resources for existing women-owned
E-commerce businesses,

i. Resources can be collected from related and eligible NGOs,
ii. Developed countries who are willing can also give funds to LDCs,

g. Using pre-existing forms of communication such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Twitter, or other local networks to reach out to women who are eager to start a
business and who are looking for resources;

2. Implores developing nations to do all that they can to expand communications and
internet infrastructure. Suggested methods include but are not limited to:

a. Building fiber optic network to expand access to the internet,
b. Leveraging low-orbit satellite technology to provide internet access where

terrestrial fiber optic networks are unrealistic,
c. Attempting to lower the cost of devices that can access the internet, as well as

costs to simply access the internet,
i. Includes actions like government incentives,



d. Work with NGOs or neighboring nations where possible to relieve the financial
burden of creating this infrastructure,

e. While it may be expensive at first, the future benefits of increased internet
penetration can aid with economic development;

3. Highlights successful women for young girls to look up to within their specific member
state or nearby member states,

a. Having good role models is very important to ensure that young people can strive
to continue a legacy created by one who went before them,

b. This could happen through specific advertisements targeted toward young people
or school education,

i. Funding for LDC countries could come from different sources:
1. Plan International,
2. Funding Leadership and Opportunities for Women,

ii. Funding for developed countries could come from budgeting within the
humanitarian agenda,

c. This will help alleviate the stigma that tends to be associated with women in the
position to start working in the field of general commerce and e-commerce;

4. Notes that bringing broad gender equality is an important goal, and countries should
consider addressing this issue by whatever means possible,

a. A good example of this action could be helping pass and recommend
laws/policies to improve gender equality,

b. Encouraging forums to boost confidence and give support to women who want to
go into the e-commerce and non internet businesses and STEM ventures in
general;

5. Encourages member states to contribute their ideas to a plan to give women an equal
opportunity when entering the field of e-commerce.


